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During the process of writing a mystery novel (the plot is
mysterious, the book itself is right where I left it), I began
to imagine what a detective might discover about me.
First of all, I can easily assume that the private eye would
peg me as a failed novelist (hence, I blog). He or she
might deduce that I was dropped on my head quite a bit
as a child. The detective would be wrong, because I did all
of my own childhood falling as a kid in preparation for my
dream career as “Mel Thompson: Teen Stuntman.”  On
the surface it would seem that I’ve let on every secret and
idiosyncrasy about myself over the course of publishing
this blog for the last year and a half.  Ah, but if that we’re
only true. Stopping just short of giving away my digits
(fingers, toes and Social Security), here are 50 Things
You Didn’t Want To Know About The Author Of Spatula
In The Wilderness (that explain sooo much):

1. I love making lists (okay, that one was already obvious)

2. Given Name: Andrew

3. Mel is short for White Melon, which in college I was told was a spirit name and because my
noggin resembled a white melon.

4. What I look like while running: Loretta Swit during the opening credits of M*A*S*H.

5. What I want for Christmas: A Police t-shirt (and world peace, of course).

6. Music I listen to while composing blogs: Blues on Bach by the Modern Jazz Quartet, and
Radiohead’s Subterranean Homesick Alien.

7. Musical epiphany: first heard “A Love Supreme” and “Smells Like Teen Spirit”  on the same
night.

8. Over-used personal motto/walking cliché: “Adversity is not an adequate deterrent.”

9. Despite being a trained culinary professional, I prefer cheese and crackers for dinner.

10. Drink of choice: Seven and 7. (remember kids, just say no).

11. In lieu of drink of choice: endless pot of coffee.

12. Best motivational speech a high school teacher ever gave me: “You people are so stupid, I
don’t know why I bother.”

13. Dating advice my father gave me: Hot dogs are an excellent aphrodisiac.
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14. Dating lesson I learned on my own: If you ask out a girl from another town and seek directions
to her home at the local firehouse only to be told “we’ve all been out with her,” be wary.

15. Phrase my 8-year-old daughter has me repeating: “We all have issues man, that’s okay.”

16. My dream Ultimate Fighting bout: Shrek vs. The Thing (winner fights Hellboy. Yes, I really think
about this stuff).

17. Preferred method for killing  Sims characters: Have them enter a swimming pool and then sell
the ladders and steps.

18. Famous personality from my 70′s childhood I’d still like to meet: Lynda Carter (I’d say Henry
Kissinger, but he never could carry off the Wonder Woman outfit).

19. Song I’d like in the opening credits of my biographical movie: Eminence Front by the Who.

20. Starring in that movie? Charlie Sheen.

21. Go-to insult: “Yeah? Well your mother wears a car fender for a bra!”

22. Times that’s actually worked: Few.

23. What I would do upon winning the lottery: Buy a sandwich, albeit a really nice one.

24. Seriously? No, I’d actually start a scholarship fund.

25. What I’m doing now, having not won anything: Making a sandwich, albeit a really adequate
one.

26. Career History: Burger flipper, grocery bagger, dishwasher, ministry intern, postal clerk, paper
towel maker, line cook, burger flipper, support specialist.

27. Do I read this blog? Yes.

28. How much research goes into each post for Spatula?  A minimum 37 second Google search.

29. Is that really my picture on the blog’s home page? No, I’m actually a Joan Rivers
impersonator.

30. Have I ever not been sarcastic? Once, thanks to medication.

31. What is my life’s ambition? Run a full marathon in under 4 hours.

32. Anything else? Drive a tour bus.

33. Thing that makes me most happy about man’s free will: the invention of Triscuits.



34. Advice I took from the Red Green Show : “If you can’t be handsome, at least be handy.”

35. Advice I took from the late singer Ricky Nelson: “You can’t please everyone, so you gotta
please yourself.”

36. Incidentally, Ricky Nelson died in a plane crash in which drugs were involved. There is only so
much pleasing one’s self I guess.

37. Way in which I plan to draw more traffic to the Spatula blog: Turn the site into a forum for
sarcastic naturists.

38. On second thought…no. Nudists tend to be less than ironic.

39. Will I ever take on guest writers and contributors at Spatula? Yes, because it’s tiring being me.
Let someone else do it.

40. Advice I’d give to any writer thinking of starting a blog: keep at it, after all “You can’t please
everyone…”

41. First (and best) rejection letter I ever received: Muppet Magazine, 1985 (“Dear Mr. Thompson,
we are sorry, but Dr. Honeydew can’t personally answer every reader question.”).

42. Bad karma moment: boarding a dinner cruise boat in which the entertainment was playing
“Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald.”

43. Proof that western civilization is headed for extinction: Deep fried greens beans (although, I
wish I’d invented them).

44. Thing that I’ll be sorry to see go when the Inconvenient Truth takes place: Hockey.

45. I could have made this post shorter by: Copying the lyrics to “Boy Named Sue.”

46. Talent I’m most proud of: the ability to cook a full meal from what I have on hand.

47. Talent I wish I possessed: using less words.

48. Anything else? Balloon animals.

49. That which I’m assured of: The possibilities in life are endless…

50. …and that I’m just full of clichés.

51. (I stole the title of this post from an Iris DeMent song. Worth checking out)
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